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Letter of Completion
02 December 2004
Albert Bertha, President
Healthy Island Corporation
6351 Corte del Abeto, Suite A112
Carlsbad, CA 92009

Dear Mr. Bertha:

I am pleased to submit to you my completed market research project. I have thoroughly
sought to identify ways in which Healthy Island can increase customer awareness. I am
confident that my project and report have met your expectations, and I hope that my
finding and recommendations will be useful to Healthy Island.
The following report contains the results of the research and includes the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the Project
Research Objectives
Methodology
Findings
Analysis of the findings
Conclusions
Recommendations

This research study has been conducted as accurately as possible, with every effort taken
to reduce possible errors. I enjoyed this experience and value it as a very important part
of my education. I appreciate all the time and support you have given to this project, and
I hope you continue to use BYU marketing students in the future.
Sincerely,

y
YATES CONSULTING

Jeff C. Yates
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ENGAGEMENT LETTER
17 October 2004
Albert Bertha, President
Healthy Island Corporation
6351 Corte del Abeto, Suite A1l2
Carlsbad, CA 92009

Dear Mr. Bertha:
As an individual from the Marriott School of Management at Brigham Young University,
I look forward to working with you toward the completion of the customers' perception
of organics study for the Healthy Island Corporation. The purpose of this letter is to
confirm our understanding of the project scope, approach, schedule, deliverables, and
fees.

Background
Healthy Island is a brand within the Two Harbors Trading, L.L.C. portfolio. Two Harbors
Trading was established in 2001 to increase the scope of organic products available from
Western Samoa and Thailand, and to develop branded products from island native plants
to be sold through high quality nutritional companies worldwide. Thus, Healthy Island
was created to sell high quality nutritional products such as noni, kava, mangosteen, and
mulberry green tea to name a few.
Two Harbors Trading is based in Southern California, Western Samoa, and has a back
office in Bangkok Thailand. The connection between the locations, along with the
relationship and expertise of the partners, allows the corporation to deliver high quality
organic products to many suppliers including Healthy Island.
Two Harbors Trading hopes to increase product awareness of the Healthy Island brand
and to expand the product offering from one product-noni juice-to many health related
products.
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Engagement Scope and Objectives
I will complete a survey of potential customers to understand their perceptions of organic
foods and beverages. The study will also seek to understand the purchasing decision
process for organics of these potential customers. The deliverables will be a PowerPoint
presentation and a written summary of the findings. Furthermore, after the class project is
finished and if Healthy Island is pleased with my research I will continue to work with
Healthy Island to develop an informational website to increase customer understanding of
Healthy Island products.

Approach, Tasks, and Schedule
My suggested approach and time frame for this fall semester consists of the following
four phases:

Phase 1: First Focus Group of Women Ages between 25 and 35 (October 20 through
November 4)
The initial focus group will consist of women between the ages of20 and 30 to determine
what features women are looking for in organic products, and what their understanding of
or~anics is. The focus group will include current website feedback and a taste test. Albert
Bertha or Fred Siaosi of Healthy Island will review my work every two weeks over the
phone or through e-mail.

Phase 2: Second Focus Group of Women Ages between 40 and 50 (November 4 through
November 18)
The second focus group will consist of women between 40 and 50 to determine their
perceptions of organics. This group will also take part in a website review and a taste test.

Phase 3: Analysis ofFocus Groups and Survey distribution (November 18 through
December 8)
Based on the results of the two focus groups, a survey will be produced to determine
target market's perception and purchasing habits of organic products. The work will be
combined into a single report that describes my findings and offers marketing
recommendations.
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Phase 4: Analysis (November 18 through December 7)

The findings, analysis, and final recommended plan of action will be submitted at this
time at the Tanner building of the Marriott School of Management. The project will
officially conclude with this formal oral and written report to be presented by myself to
the Healthy Island management in person or over the phone. The report will be made on
or before 12 December 2004.

Deliverables
Two copies of the final written report will be delivered at the time of the final PowerPoint
presentation; all of these copies will become the property of Healthy Island.

Roles of Engagement Team and Client
I intend to deliver information that is reliable, representative, credible, and timely to help
Healthy Island complete its due diligence regarding the perception that their target market
has of using organics to remain healthy. Mark Thomas will function as the engagement
coach, and Dr. Michael Geurts, Professor of Business Management in the Marriott
School of Management at BYU, will serve as the advisor for the project. In addition,
external resources in survey application available to the University will be used. Critical
to the success of the project will be my ability to contact and/or meet with Albert Bertha
or Fred Siaosi on a regular basis to obtain information and to have questions answered.

Owner of Intellectual Property
Healthy Island retains ownership rights to all intellectual property developed by Jeff
Yates as a result of my work on the project. All students and faculty associated with the
field studies project will, at your request, sign a standard Assignment of Ownership and
Nondisclosure Agreement. BYU reserves the right to retain up to 10 copies of the final
report for educational purposes. Unless notified otherwise by Healthy Island, one of these
copies will be place in the general reference section of the Lee Library.

Confidentiality
Jeff Yates will make reasonable efforts to protect any confidential or proprietary
information that you provide, as long as you identify such information in writing at the
7
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time that you provide it. Students and faculty will freely discuss all other information
associated with the project as part of normal educational activities.

Publications
Faculty and students will have the right to publish and present information concerning the
project. If you notify us of intellectual property rights or confidential or proprietary
information, which precludes complete disclosure of the project, I will work with you to
provide for both protection of rights and appropriate publication. Of course, I will not
disclose your confidential information in any such publication.

Warranty Disclaimer
The project is an educational program designed to help students learn the practice of
business consulting. Students are not, however, considered employees nor agents of
BYU. While Jeff Yates will work in good faith to provide a quality project, there is no
promise of success. Accordingly, BYU, its trustees, employees, agents, and students
make no warrantees, express or implied, as to the condition, accuracy, originality,
merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose of any work performed, advice
given or intellectual property developed in the program and provide the work performed
on an as is basis. Further, Healthy Island agrees through its participation in the program
that BYU will not be liable for incidental or consequential damage or of lost profits, even
ifBYU is advised of the possibility of such damages.

Indemnity
Healthy Island is to assume all risks and responsibility with respect to its use of the work
and research provided to you under this agreement, and agree to indemnify and hold
harmless BYU, its trustees, employees, agents, and students from any claim or liability,
including reasonable attorneys fees, arising from Healthy Island's use of the work or
research provided to you.

Status Reporting
Every two weeks, beginning the week of 25 October 2004, I will submit a written
progress report that reviews the achievements to date and gives the plan for the following
two weeks. The reports will also evaluate compliance with the project goals and
objectives.
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Fees
The fee for Jeff Yates's work is $500.00, plus any ordinary expenses. Ordinary expenses
include the cost of materials for the preparation of the written report, telephone, and any
other costs pre-approved by Healthy Island. Payment of $500.00, payable to the Marriott
School of Management, is due upon signing of this engagement letter. The ordinary
expenses of the project will be paid by Healthy Island within 15 days of billing.

Team Professional Profile and Contacts
If you have any concerns or questions, please feel free to contact Jeff Yates or Mark
Thomas at the numbers or e-mails attached in the Professional Profile. The qualifications,
names, e-mails, and telephone numbers of Jeff Yates are included in the Professional
Profile.
I look forward to working with you on this important endeavor. Please sign below,
evidencing your agreement to, and approval of the terms of this engagement letter. An
original executed copy of this letter should then be returned to Mark Thomas at the
following address:
Mark Thomas
Brigham, Young University
437 TNRB
Provo, Utah 84602
mark_thomas@byu.edu
Sincerely,

JeffC. Yates
yates@byu.edu
(801) 722-4968

Accepted by:
Signature:

Date:

Authorized Representative of Healthy Island
Print Name and Title:

_
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the months of October and November of 2004, Yates Consulting was assigned to do a
marketing analysis for Healthy Island Corporation. Marketing associate Jeff Yates talked
over the phone with Albert Bertha to determine the marketing needs of his company. Mr.
Bertha expressed his interest in determining how to increase consumer awareness of
organic products, such as noni juice that Healthy Island supplies.

Yates Consulting's first objective was to collect information on the target market's
perception of organic products and how to develop ways in which awareness of organic
products could be increased. This information was collected by conducting a focus group
where several subjects were asked multiple questions about noni juice and their
knowledge of other organic products. These questions were on a number of different
topics ranging from how we can increase consumer awareness about organic products to
whether or not younger women would be interested in organic products.

Using the results from the focus group, Yates consulting designed a survey to be
administered to a large number of students. After further discussion with the client and
with some marketing professionals, the survey was finalized and implemented.

The questions from the survey were used to evaluate customer knowledge and to
determine what methods would most effectively increase consumer awareness. Some of
the questions were also designed to understand the likelihood of people trying noni juice
if it were packaged in different forms, such as a trial size. The information from this
survey will allow Healthy Island to prepare a marketing strategy that will help increase
product awareness of organic products.
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Purpose
The purpose of this research project is to provide information that will aid in increasing
the awareness of organic products that Healthy Island carries and to understand the
customers needs when dealing with organic products, such as noni juice. This
information will assist Healthy Island in the development of an effective marketing
strategy. The questions that I hope to answer through this project are the following:
1. Is there a market for organic products geared towards younger men and women?
2. What is the current knowledge of organic products, specifically noni juice?
3. What are the most effective ways to increase awareness of organic products?
4. What types of individuals have the greatest influence on people to purchase
organic products?
5. What are the best distribution channels for organic products?
6. What attracts people to use organic products?

At the end of this research project and report, I will provide conclusions and
recommendations for the above questions.

Procedures
This research project followed specific procedures, which served as a roadmap for the
completion of this project. The following is a list of the procedures followed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Understand the client's needs.
Formulate objectives that the project seeks to meet.
Define potential target markets.
Conduct a focus group with members of potential target markets.
Create a survey using the results of the focus group, input from the client, and
from industry experts.
Plan when, where, and how to conduct the survey.
Conduct the survey.
Compile the results of the survey.
Analyze the results of the survey to see if I fulfilled the purpose of my project, as
well as to find any relationships between different factors that could be used by
Health Island Corporation.
Form conclusions based on my analysis that directly state the answers to my
questions.
Formulate some solid recommendations based on the conclusions for what plan of
action Healthy Island Corporation should take.
Present the findings along with my recommendations to Healthy Island owner,
Albert Bertha in an oral presentation before our class, and in written form vis-avis this report.
12
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Delimitations and Scope
The scope of this report is limited to determining the market and how to increase the
consumer's awareness of organic products, such as noni juice. This report focuses on
ways to effectively educate consumers and understand what tactics influences customers
purchasing habits. These results, therefore, should not be used as the sole resource in
describing other markets or methods. The research is to act as a guide in Healthy Island's
efforts to increase awareness of organic products nation-wide.

Limitations
The research results provided in this report are subject to the following limitations and
biases. All research is exposed to some risk of error and biases. To minimize this risk,
Yates consulting tried to obtain as many surveys as possible.

Response Errors
In order to obtain accurate information while conducting this research, anonymity was
granted to the respondents of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was carefully scripted
and subjected to pretests as well as our professor's review to eliminate any biased or
unclear questions. These measures helped the respondents to take the survey seriously,
understand the questions, and give accurate information.

Sampling Errors
It is essential that the sample used in any survey be representative of the target
population. However, do to the lack of women between the ages of 40 to 60 on or near a
college campus, the desired target market was not surveyed as heavily as the potential
market for individuals between the ages of 20 to 30. While reviewing and drawing
conclusions from the data presented in this report, it is important to remember that the
responses mostly come from subjects between the ages of 20 to 30.

Focus Group Limitations
The first focus group was designed to have four women between the ages of 20 to 30.
This focus group was completed successfully. However, the second focus group failed to
have four women between the ages of 40 to 50. Despite the failure of the second focus
group, an alternate focus group took place with professional skateboarder Eric Bork. Eric
Bork was interviewed as a result of the first focus group that made a suggestion to have
professional athletes indorse organic products, such as noni juice.
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Objectives
THE MAIN OBJECTIVE - To determine ways consumer awareness may be increased
of organic products sold by Healthy Island.
SECONDARY OBJECTIVES - The secondary objectives include the gathering of any
other market information that can help Healthy Island better understand its target market
and how to communicate with that market. These objectives include the following:
•
•
•
•

Determine the likely-hood of purchasing organic products through different
mediums of exchange.
Determine what characteristics of organic products attract the target market.
Determine the market's knowledge and current understanding of organic
products.
Determine whether or not other markets could be targeted and influenced towards
the use of organic products.

Each of the above objectives will assist Healthy Island in the development of a marketing
strategy that will enable Healthy Island to increase consumer awareness and efficiently
market to the end customer.

Methodology
Understanding the Client's Needs
The first step in this research project was to understand the client's needs. Over a
conference call with Mr. Bertha we discussed what he hoped to gain from this project.
Mr. Bertha explained to me that he wanted to gain a better understanding of how to
increase the awareness of potential customers and how to effectively educate such
customers. Mr. Bertha also gave me the freedom to find any other useful information as a
result of my studies.
After the meeting, I sat down and created a letter of engagement. This letter states what I
would provide and what I would need Mr. Bertha to provide in order to complete this
project.

Focus Group
After speaking with Albert Bertha, I began to formulate a list of questions for a focus
group. The focus group was used as a quick and easy means of gathering information
about how to increase the level of awareness between younger women. I chose three
female BYU students and one female graduate for the focus group. I was the director of
15
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the focus group and asked questions that were prepared prior to the meeting. In the
beginning of the meeting the individuals were asked general questions about organic
products to gain an understanding of their knowledge of organic products. Towards the
end of the meeting the questions became more specific and focused on each individual's
knowledge of organic products. Following the meeting each member of the focus group
was giving a 320z bottle of Healthy Island noni juice. After reviewing the results and
suggestions of the focus group, questions for the main survey were created.

Eric Bork Interview
The women from the first focus group suggested that Healthy Island establish trust with
its potential customers by featuring testimonials from professional sports athletes either
on a website or in other advertising efforts. As a result of this suggestion, I decided to
personally interview my good friend and professional skateboarder Eric Bork.
Eric Bork has been featured several times in skateboarding's premier issues of
Transworld and The Skateboard Mag (See Appendix C). He served a mission for the
L.D.S. Church in Guatemala from 2001 to 2003 and is currently working as a team
manager for Ogio backpacks.
Eric had heard of noni juice but he never tried it, so before he left on a trip I gave him a
bottle of noni juice to test and met up with him once he returned home. Eric was very
optimistic about the product and said after just a week of taking noni juice he felt he had
more natural energy throughout the day. He thought the best way to increase customer
awareness of noni juice and organics was to create a rewards program for those
customers who believe in the products and refer their friends. Such rewards program, he
said, did not need to include monetary compensations but rather a form of self-fulfillment
compensation by marketing the need to pass along good heath to friends and family.
Eric is currently working on the first issue of his magazine titled the Cherubim, which is
devoted to the youth of the world focusing on mind, heart, body, and spirit. He has asked
me to write a review of Healthy Island products, specifically noni juice to be included in
his first issue.

Survey Design
From the responses in the focus group, I developed a survey that I felt could answer the
primary and secondary questions. My general survey was developed to gain information
about the best ways for Healthy Island to create customer awareness. This survey helped
me to understand the who, what, and where of organic products. It allowed me to analyze
who the subjects trusted in recommending organic products, what modes would most
successfully aid in increasing their understanding of organics, and where they would
most likely purchase organic products. I believe that this survey gave me the information
I needed to satisfy my primary objective.
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Sample Size & Survey Implementation
Before I implemented the survey I had to first calculate my sample size. I knew the more
accurate I wanted the survey to be, the more surveys I would have to accumulate. I
decided on a 95 percent confidence level, a margin of error of 0.25, and a variance of
1.8343 (calculated from a pre-sample). By entering these three variables into the sample
size equation (See Appendix D) I needed to get a sample size of 112 individuals.
I am currently the teacher's assistant for the entrepreneurship lectures series on campus at
BYU, which has occupancy of 110 students. ITA for two classes and I decided to
distribute my survey to the diversely populated group. I received 122 surveys 10 more
than my sample size calculation and complied the results in a database for analysis.
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The Survey ResultsO

Survey Keyo
NF = Not Familiar
SNF = Somewhat Not Familiar
FNF = as Familiar as Not Familiar
SF = Somewhat Familiar
VF = Very Familiar
NL = Not Likely
SNL = Somewhat Not Likely
LNL = as Likely as Not Likely
SL = Somewhat Likely
VL = Very Likely
NE = Not Effective
SNE = Somewhat Not Effective
ENE = as Effective as Not Effective
SE = Somewhat Effective
HE = Highly Effective
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Distribution of Respondents
Gender:
--31 % of the respondents are female
--69% of the respondents are male

Gender

Question 1: How familiar are you with noni products?
1 2 3
Not Familiar
Breakdown: 35%
30%
22%
--Majorities are unfamiliar with noni products

4
9%

5
Very Familiar
4%

How Familiar they are with Noni Products

.Female
.Male
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Question 2: Is noni a fruit?
--42% of males did not know if noni was a fruit and 20% said noni was not a fruit
--42% of females did not know if noni was a fruit and 8% said noni was not a fruit
Total: Is Noni a fruit?

42%
eYes
.No
DDon'! Know

16%

Question 3: How likely are you to buy through?
a. Multi-level marketing

1 2 3
4
5
Very Likely
Not Likely
1%
Breakdown: 74%
15%
8%
2%
--Majorities are not likely to purchase through multi-level marketing
How likely they

are to buy through: Multi·level marketing
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b. Website
1
2
3
Not Likely
Breakdown: 64%
25%
9%
--Majorities are not likely to purchase through a website

4

1%

5
Very Likely
1%

How likely they are to buy through: Website

• Female
.Male

c. Store
1 2 3
Not Likely
Breakdown: 27%
21 %
28%
--Some are likely to purchase through a store

4
16%

5
Very Likely
8%

How likely they are to buy through: Store

• Female
.Male
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Question 4:

How likely are you to buy noni juice if sold in a trial size?

4
5
2
3
1
Very Likely
Not Likely
7%
Breakdown: 26%
28%
23%
16%
--34% of females are likely to purchase noni juice if sold in a trial size
How likely they are to buy Noni juice in Trial Size

OFemale
.Male

Question 5:

How likely are you to buy if recommended by?

a. Doctor

1 2 3

4

Not Likely
Breakdown: 1%
18%
30%
35%
--Majorities are likely to purchase if recommended by a doctor

5
Very Likely
16%

How likely they are to buy Organic Products if recommended by: Doctor

30

25

15

22
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b. Nutritionist
1 2 3
Not Likely
Breakdown: 12%

22%

4

23%

5
Very Likely
12%

31%

--62% of females are likely to buy if recommended by a nutritionist
How likely they are to buy Organic Products if recommended by:
Nutritionist

.Female
.Male

NL

SNL

LNL

VL

SL

c. Famous sports athlete
1
Not Likely
Breakdown: 36%

2

3

4

31 %

18%

12%

5
Very Likely
3%

__ Some are likely to purchase if recommended by a famous sports athlete
How likely they are to buy Organic Products if recommended by:
Famous sports athlete
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Question 6: What do you believe is the greatest attribute of noni juice?
--Majority does not know
--Of those who do know 18% believe vitamin provider and 11 % believe energy

Greatest attribute of Noni Juice: Total

18%

o Energy
• Age-prevention
o Mind enhancement
o Vitamin provider
.Other
oDon't know

Question 7: What's the most effective way to increase your awareness?
a. Magazines
1 2 3 4 5
Not Effective
Very Effective
Breakdown: 20%
32%
32%
12%
4%
--Majorities feel magazines are not the most effective way to increase awareness
Increase awareness of Organic Products through: Magazines

30

II Female
.Male
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b. Radio

4
5
3
2
1
Very
Effective
Not Effective
4%
Breakdown: 23%
27%
27%
19%
--Majorities feel radio is not the most effective way to increase awareness
Increase awareness of Organic Products through: Radio

IIFemale
.Male

c. TV
1 2 3
4
Not Effective
Breakdown: 11%
15%
24%
35%
--Majorities feel TV is an effective way to increase awareness

5
Very Effective
15%

Increase awareness of Organic Products through: TV

30

25-

20

15

.Female
.Male

10

25
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d.Gym

1 2 3 4 5
Not Effective
Very Effective
Breakdown: 22%
33%
23%
16%
6%
--Females feel the gym is an effective way to increase awareness and males do not
Increase awareness of Organic Products through: Gym

35

.Female
.Male

e. Website

I
Not Effective

234

Breakdown: 19%
23%
31 %
20%
--Some feel a website is an effective way to increase awareness

5
Very Effective
7%

Increase awareness of Organic Products through: Website

30

25

20

15

SFemale
SMale

10
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f. Professional offices such as a doctor or nutritionist

45

1 2 3

Not Effective
Very Effective
Breakdown: 7%
20%
27%
36%
10%
--Majorities feel professional offices is an effective way to increase awareness
Increase awareness of Organic Products through: Professional offices

30

25

20

II Female
.Male

5

Question 8: If noni was sold as an ingredient of a sports and/or healthy drink how
likely are you to buy?

1

23

4

Not Likely
Breakdown: 35%
30%
22%
--42% of females are likely to buy if sold as an ingredient

9%

5
Very Likely
4%

How likely they are to buy a healthy drink with Noni juice as an
ingredient

30

25

20

o Female

.Male
10

5

0-14. . . .
VL
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Overall Correlations
Correlation is the strength between two variables. While analyzing my survey results I
noticed a few con"elations between respondents familiarity and other variables that
include:
•

Females familiarity and their likelihood of purchasing noni juice in a trial size had
a positive correlation of 0.40

•

Females familiarity and their belief towards the effectiveness of increasing
awareness through a website had a slightly negative correlation of -0.14

•

Males familiarity and their belief towards the effectiveness of increasing
awareness through a website had a slightly positive correlation of 0.13

•

Males familiarity and their belief towards the effectiveness of increasing
awareness through professional offices had a slightly positive correlation of 0.18

•

Total familiarity and their belief towards the effectiveness of increasing
awareness through professional offices had a slightly positive correlation of 0.11

•

All other correlation calculations that I preformed returned weak correlations

Coefficient of Determination
The coefficient of determination calculates the amount of change that occurs in one
variable as the result of change in the other variable. In other words, the changes of
variable x explain the % of the changes in variable y. So from the correlations above we
can conclude that:
•

16% of changes towards females likelihood of purchasing noni juice in a trial size
can be explained by changes in familiarity

•

2% of changes towards females belief of the effectiveness of increasing
awareness through a website can be explained by changes in familiarity

•

2% of changes towards males belief of the effectiveness of increasing awareness
through a website can be explained by changes in familiarity

•

3% of changes towards males belief of the effectiveness of increasing awareness
through professional offices can be explained by changes in familiarity

29
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•

I % of changes towards the total belief of the effectiveness of increasing
awareness through professional offices can be explained by changes in familiarity

Bggressioo
Regression measures the magnitude of the association; how much a one-unit change in
one variable impact changes in a second variable. Again from the correlations above,
which all have a correlation greater than 0.10, we can conclude that:
•

Females likelihood of purchasing noni juice in a trial size goes up 0.46 for every
one-unit increase in familiarity

•

Females belief of the effectiveness of increasing awareness through a website
goes down -0.16 for everyone-unit increase in familiarity

•

Males belief of the effectiveness of increasing awareness through a website goes
up 0.13 for everyone-unit increase in familiarity

•

Males belief of the effectiveness of increasing awareness through professional
offices goes up 0.17 for everyone-unit increase in familiarity

•

Total belief of the effectiveness of increasing awareness through professional
offices goes up 0.10 for everyone-unit increase in familiarity

Chi-Square testio2
The chi-squares test studies the relationship between two categorical variables. The
association between two categorical variables is looked at by creating a table of all the
possible combinations of responses of the two different variables. This table is know as a
crosstab and can be created through a program know as SPSS. A chi-squared test
determines whether an observed pattern of frequencies in a crosstabs table corresponds to
or fits an "expected" pattern. Of all the crosstabs I ran there were two analyses that
returned statistically significant data, which are included in the following tables:

30
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1) Gender

* Effectiveness of Gym Crosstabulation

Count

GYM

GENDER

1 (Male)
2 (Female

NE

rrotal

SNE ENE SE
HE
Total
1
2
3
4
Sf
22
31
19
10
2
84
5
9
9
9
6
38
27
40
28
19
8
122

Chi-Square Tests
df Asymp. Siq. (2-sided)
Value
Pearson Chi-Square
12.920335 41
0.011671681
Likelihood Ratio
12.3702854 4
0.01480001
Linear-by-Linear Association 11.2648145 1
0.0007899
N of Valid Cases
122
1 cells (10.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.49.

By looking at the value in the outlined cell "Pearson Chi-Square" row under the column
labeled "Asymp. Sig.", we can determine the significance level; this value is 0.012. This
means we are 98.8% confident (1.0 - 0.012 = .988) that there is a statistically significant
difference in the degree of effectiveness of awareness in the gym between males and
females. Also, no more than 20% of the cells have an expected count less than 5, so this
test may be used for statistical significance.
2) Gender
Count
GENDER

* Effectiveness of Professional Offices Crosstabulation
PROOFF NE
1 (Male)
2 (Female'

rrotal

SNE ENE SE
HE
2
3
4
20
26
24
5
7
20
25
33
8
44

1
8

Total
5
6
6
12

84
38
122

Chi-Square Tests
df Asymp. Siq.(2-sided)
Value
Pearson Chi-Square
12.7749297 41
0.012429531
Likelihood Ratio
14.9531611 4
0.00479936
Linear-by-Linear Association 11.1747559 1
0.00082918
N of Valid Cases
122
2 cells (20.0%) have expected count less than 5. The minimum expected count is 2.49.

By looking at the value in the outlined cell "Pearson Chi-Square" row under the column
labeled "Asymp. Sig.", we can determine the significance level; this value is 0.012. This
means we are 98.8% confident (1.0 - 0.012 = .988) that there is a statistically significant
difference in the degree of effectiveness of awareness in Professional offices between
males and females. Also, no more than 20% of the cells have an expected count less than
5, so this test may be used for statistical significance.
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050 Findings &
RecommendationsO
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Key Findings:
•

Younger women are highly interested in products that will aid in preserving their
health and if noni juice or other organic products are shown to assist in such
preservation then they are likely to purchase such products.

•

Of those I surveyed 42% did not know if noni was a fruit and 16% answered that
noni was not a fruit.

. •

According to my buyer intention analysis, the most useful medium of exchange
for organic products, such as noni juice was through a store.

•

34% of the females who took the survey are likely to purchase noni juice if it was
sold in a trial size.

•

The majority of those who took the survey said they would be likely to buy
organic products, such as noni if recommended by a doctor or a nutritionist.

•

About 61 % did not know what they considered the greatest attribute of noni juice
to be and of those who had an opinion 18% of them said it was vitamin provider.

•

According to the survey the top two most effective ways to increase awareness of
organic products, such as noni juice was through professional offices such as a
doctor or a nutritionist and the television.

•

42% of the females who took the survey are likely to purchase a sports and/or
healthy drink if noni was an ingredient.

Recommendations:
•

Focus some of your advertising efforts educating women between the ages of 20
to 30 years old of the immense healthy effects noni juice or other organic products
can provide to them.

•

Healthy Island should use informative advertising in its efforts to inform the
target market that noni is a plant that produces juice and not a man made healthy
miracle drink.
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•

Develop strong distribution channels that will sell your products through stores
such as health food stores and mainstream grocery stores.

•

Bottle a trial size version of noni juice that would sell at a fraction of the cost of
your current 320z bottle of noni juice to entice first time customers.

•

Build relationships with doctors and nutritionist who would be willing to
recommend the organic products you supply to their clients.

•

When educating your target market of the attributes of noni juice keep the
information short and simple and provide ways for them to locate detailed
information if they desire such information. Also focus your education on the
ability noni juice has to provide vitamins and energy.

•

Create a joint venture with a company who is creating everyday sports and/or
healthy drinks and supply them with noni as an ingredient for their drinks.

•

If you do decide to use a website to increase awareness of noni juice and other

organic products, make sure to print a sticker on the noni bottles you distribute
that reads, "See health benefits @ www ... ".
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Appendix A: Focus Group Results
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What attracts you to noni juice/organic products?
•
•

The world is unhealthy and there seems to be a trend of younger individuals getting
diseases as a result of being unhealthy.
Want to prevent future problems, such as diabetes type two.

What have you heard about noni juice/organic products?
•
•
•

•
•

Taste grouse.
Fad, not from America.
Did not know that noni was a fruit, thought that it was a man made product called
Tahitian Noni. Felt Tahitian Noni was for the super weird (some type of miracle
drink)
Thought Tahitian Noni was all noni
Noni = safe

Where did you learn about organic products?
•
•

Freeway, Tahitian Man blowing a conch shell
Word of mouth

What do you think about Kava?
•
•
•
•

Not keen on Kava
Horrible taste. "No matter how healthy it is, I wouldn't drink it"
Felt fruit is good, and roots are bad.
Rather take loz of noni than a cup of Kava

Would you purchase organic products?
•

"If! felt they benefited my health, then yes."

Where would you purchase organic products from? How would you like the
products to be distributed? Size? Price?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start in gyms, pro shops, health stores, and trainers at the gyms.
Then distribute in higher end grocery stores, wouldn't trust Wal-Mart types of stores.
The price is high for college students.
Bottle in a trial size for first time customers to prove its validity.
Try it for a week and if you don't see a difference, send it back.
Sobe type of drink with the recommended loz of noni in it, without all the sugars and
preservatives. Available at gas stations like red bulls.
The red bulls are for the extreme crowd, you should market to the healthy/family
crowd.
Print a sticker on the bottle that says "See healthy effects at www.healthyisland.com...

How can we increase the consumer awareness about organic products?
•
•
•

Show scientific results and inform people.
The word "Organic" sounds weird; use words like "All Natural" or "Fruit".
Mention that the noni taste good and still 100% noni fruit even with grape and pear.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have not yet produced enough ads to increase users knowledge, more informative
ads.
Health magazines
Nutritionist
Doctors
Athletes
Active celebrities
Use nutritionist to recommend noni juice in commercials, magazine ads, testimonials
on website, etc.
Use people who the public has high levels of trust in.

Do you believe younger women, ages 20-35, would be interested in
organics? Why?
•

If it works, yes.

•

College students need and are looking for ways natural way to gain energy.
Something better than caffeine and energy pills.

What would entice younger women to become interested in organics?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exercise now, prevent before it is too late.
Proactive, show immediate results. (Energy = Not being tired)
High school to College, women begin to start thinkjng I am not as active as I used to
be, I need to be healthier.
Feels good to have consistent habits.
Anti-oxidants that prevent aging.
If it works for menstrual problems.
If it helps you think clearer in college.
Prevents aging
If it's a true healthy habit

What do you like about the website? How would you improve the website?
What do you like about the competitors website?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needs a real picture of the fruit.
Healthy Island font not to hot.
Cheesy pictures, too much white background. (Boring)
More color
Information has to many large paragraphs
You have to scroll too much, needs to be in more sections with straight to the point
information.
Need more natural beauty, more pictures, and more graphic buttons.
Informative articles from trusting sources.
Audio timeline with trustworthy nutritionist explaining benefits.
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Appendix B: Survey
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Healthy
Island

Healthy
Island
Gender: M

(circle one)

F

6) What do you believe is the greatest attribute of

1) How familiar are you with Noni Products?

o

0

0

0

1

2

3

4

Not Familiar

0
5
Very Familiar

2) Is Noni a fruit?
(circle one)

Don't know

No

Yes

3) How likely are you to buy Organic Products such
as Noni juice through?
a. Multi-level marketing

o

0

o

o

1

2

3

4

o
5

Very Likely

Not Likely

Noni Juice?
(Circle one)
Energy
Age-prevention
Mind enhancement
Vitamin provider
Other
_
Don't Know

!) What would be the most effective way to
Increase your awareness of Organic Products such
as Noni juice?
a. Magazines

o

o

o

o

1

2

3

4

o

o

o

0

1

2

3

4

0
5
Very Likely

Not Likely

o

0

o

o

2

3

4

1

o

o

o

0

0

1

2

3

4

5
Very Likely

Not Likely

d. Other

000
2

o

0

o

o

1

2

3

4

3

0

0

4

5
Very Likely

Not Likely

4) If Noni juice was sold in a trial size, how likely
are you to buy?

o

0

o

o

1

2

3

4

o

5) How likely are you to buy Organic Products such
as Noni juice if recommended by?
a. A Doctor

o

o

o

o

1

2

3

4

o
5

Very Likely

Not Likely

o

0

o

o

1

2

3

4

o

0

o

o

0

1

2

3

4

5
Very Likely

Not Likely

c. A Famous Sports athlete, such as an Olympic
champion

o

o

o

o

1

2

3

4

Not Likely

5

0
5
Highly Effective

Not Effective

e. A Website

o

0

o

o

1

2

3

4

0
5
Highly Effective

Not Effective

f. Professional offices such as a Doctor or Nutritionist

o

1

000
2

3

o
5

Very Likely

0

4

Not Effective

5
Highly Effective

g. Other

_

o

0

o

o

1

2

3

4

0
5
Highly Effective

Not Effective

b. A Nutritionist

0

5
Very Likely

Not Likely

5

Highly Effective

Not Effective

d. Gym

_

0
Highly Effective

Not Effective

c.TV

1

5
Highly Effective

Not Effective

b. Radio

b. A website

c. A store

0

8) If Noni Juice was sold as an ingredient of a sports
drink and/or healthy drink, how likely are you to buy
that sports drink and/or healthy drink?

o

000

1

234

Not Likely

Healthy Island
This is a BYU Marketing
Research survey.
http://www.healthyisland.com

o
5

Very Likely
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Appendix C: Eric Bark
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1) Erick Bork's (Pre-Mission) 2001 Transworld Skateboard Magazine Interview Issue.

2) Erick Bork's (Post-Mission) 2004 The Skateboard Mag Spread.
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Appendix D: Sample Size Equation

n=
Z = SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL
E = MARGIN OF ERROR
O=VARIANCE
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Appendix D: Buyer Intention Analysis
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